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Cover picture
Hospital Rooms has worked in collaboration with South West London and St George’s Mental Health NHS Trust to commission world class artists to refurbish the Phoenix Unit, a secure psychiatric rehabilitation residential ward for patients who have a diagnosis of schizophrenia at Springfield University Hospital in Tooting. Hospital Rooms promotes the improved health and wellbeing of mental health service users by enhancing environments in mental health hospitals through the provision of high-quality and compliant design, art and creative activity.

Magnum Photos member Mark Power is a documentary photographer and Jo Coles is a community artist. Together, Mark and Jo created a collaborative response to the landscape within a one mile radius of Springfield University Hospital for the Relative’s Room at the Phoenix Unit. Mark photographed urban trees while Jo acted as a kind of urban archaeologist: collecting, classifying and photographing discarded, weathered objects. They created a grid of all these images and printed them onto custom-made wallpaper. Since both the trees and the found debr is often overlooked, Mark and Jo have sought to demonstrate the beauty and diversity of each.

Courtesy of Mark Power & Jo Coles and Hospital Rooms, a charity registered in England and Wales (no. 1168101)
www.hospital-rooms.com
info@hospital-rooms.com

We are always looking for interesting and visually appealing images for the cover of the Journal and would welcome suggestions or pictures, which should be sent to Dr Allan Beveridge, British Journal of Psychiatry, 21 Prescot Street, London E1 8BB, UK or bjp@rcpsych.ac.uk.